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BRPL's CSR programs maintain a symbiotic relationship with the community and continue to reach-out to the
needy. Being a responsible corporate citizen, BRPL has been augmenting the efforts of the authorities to improve
the quality of lives in the National Capital through its well structured CSR programs.

Powering clean drinking Water
With an aim to provide safe drinking water to
the unprivileged sections of the society, BRPL is
installing two water ATMs. While the Water ATM
at the Tigri Camp (Khanpur) has been
commissioned, the one at Sanjay Camp
(Dakshinpuri) is under commissioning. These
will benefit around 4000 residents of this JJ
clusters (2000 each), who will get access to
affordable and clean drinking water. Every house
hold will get 20 litters water from these ATMs.

BRPL partners Delhi Govt for the
ambitious School Health Clinic Project
BRPL has partnered the Delhi Government's ambitious
School Health Clinic (SCH) project in South and West Delhi.
Initially covering 20 Delhi Government schools. Health is
not merely the absence of any disease or an infirmity, but
a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing. Holistic healthcare of children, one of the most
vulnerable sections of our society, needs equal focus on
physical as well as mental health. These SHCs will do just
that, look after the overall wellbeing of a student.
Initially covering 20 Delhi Government schools, the SHC
project was inaugurated at the Sarvodya Kanya Vidyalaya
in Moti Bagh( South Delhi) by the Delhi's Hon'ble Deputy
Chief Minister Mr. Manish Sisodia and Delhi's Hon'ble Health
and Family Welfare Minister Mr. Satyendar Jain.

Powering cleanliness and hygiene
in the communities
With an aim to keep our surroundings and
environment clean, BRPL is engaging with the
communities, sensitising and creating awareness
among the targeted households. The program is
engaging with the rag pickers for collection,
segregation and disposal of household generated
sanitary waste. As part of the exercise, around 100
dustbins were distributed, adding to the 200
dustbins already provided in the previous month.
A pad vending machine was also installed at the
Pratibha Kanya Vidyalaya.

Powering safe disposal of sanitary
waste and Hygiene
Awareness programs on safe disposal of sanitary
waste and hygiene were organised at various location
in South and West Delhi, benefitting around 2200
people. Under this project, BRPL has largely focused
on reduction in water borne diseases, sensitisation
and improvement in sanitation at home and surrounding
areas, hygiene, limiting the school dropout rate among
girl students and sensitization of adolescents to sexual
behaviour and preventing their exploitation.

Wheelchairs, tri-cycles, smart-phones and artificial limbs distributed to the needy
Under BRPL's CSR programs, BRPL handed
over wheelchairs, tri-cycles (motorised
and manual) and artificial limbs to the
Divyangjans. The visually impaired were
handed-over smart phones with special
software as part of the discom's Sparsh
initiative. A total of around 50 people
benefitted. Senior discom officials led by
the CEO Rajesh Bansal and CHRO Ashok
Gautam handed-over the aids to the
needy.
Education & healthcare has been the
thrust BSES Rajdhani Power Limited's CSR
programs. It has partnered with Artificial
Limbs Manufacturing Corporation of
India (ALIMCO), a Government of India
undertaking, to help identity & distribute
aids and appliances to people with
disability (PWD).

Powering awareness on energy
programs
In order to sensitise the residents of the JJ on the
importance and benefits of energy conservation and
legal electricity connections, BRPL organised five
awareness programs, benefitting around 100 people.

Powering the health of Police
personnel and school staff through
Yoga camps
For the well-being of our Police personnel,
teaching and the non-teaching staff and children
of government schools, two Yoga camps were
organised in West Delhi. These benefited over 400
participants during the month, adding to the
existing tally of 688. The participants were also
trained-on simple exercises that they can do at
their leisure for their well being.

Not only electricity, BRPL also powers dreams
BRPL not only supplies reliable electricity, it also powers dreams. Hundreds of youngsters from the
underprivileged backgrounds are realising their dreams and aspirations through the discom's vocational training
centers. The students at these VT Centers are undergoing training in various fields, including, Basic & Advance
Computers, Beauty Culture, Fashion, Designing & Tailoring through the hybrid training mode.
These VT Centers enrolled total 1133 students and examinations are being conducted at various centers.
Vocational Training Centre

No of students enrolled

Mundka

135

Jaffarpur

126

Nilothi, Nangloi

160

Najafgarh

128

CRPF-Jharoda Kalan

22

Tagore Garden

142

Dhansa Road Jaffarpur

300

Delhi Police CR Park

120

Powering hygiene and safety: 2300
sanitary napkins and ~3500 masks
stitched and distributed
Continuing with its theme of hygiene, BRPL is striving
to make homemade sanitary napkins and affordable
masks accessible to the underprivileged sections.
Stitched by BRPL's Self Help Groups, over 2300 sanitary
napkins and around 3500 (3 ply) masks were stitched and
distributed among the neediest in the month of March. In
2021-22, around 18,000 sanitary napkins and around
30,000 masks have been distributed.

Powering financial literacy
among the needy
For powering financial literacy among the needy,
BRPL, through its CSR programs, is spreading
awareness on the financial concepts, personal
finance and the management of money. Bank
accounts are being opened for the beneficiaries
who don't have accounts and are willing to be part
of the formal banking system. Around 500 women
benefitted from the drive in March and around
4500 so far.

Powering capacity building through Self Help Groups
The Self Help Groups (SHGs) are envisaged as
an instrument to bring social and economic
empowerment of Women, particularly those
belonging to the under privileged sections of
the society. The project aims to strengthen the
skill capacities of five SHGs in the Vikaspuri area
of West Delhi for making the ladies socially and
economically empowered. Around 52 people
benefitted though this project.

BRPL renovates 5 crematoriums
BSES touches all aspects of people's lives, including in their final journey. Doing its bit to give dignity to the
departed soul's last journey and to provide comfort to the family and the loved ones during the last rites, BRPL has
been renovating crematoriums. After completing the renovation and upgradation of 10 Crematoria (four in FY 2122) in South Delhi, including a Pet Crematorium (Paws to Heaven), the discom has now renovated five more at
Nangal Raya, PaschimPuri, Green Park, LalKuan and Bindapur.

Zero fatality traffic junction project takes-off
In order to reduce fatalities at traffic junctions, a zero fatality
traffic junction project (Surakshit Sadkein Sampann Dilli project)
is being undertaken. The initial site survey has been initiated at
high-fatality spot(s) in Sartia Vihar and Nehru Place. Watch this
space for more updates.
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